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After a deep recession this year, the Russian economy will likely stabilize in 2016 as tensions
over Ukraine subside, the European Union's executive arm said in a report published
Thursday.

The forecast is based on the assumption that economic sanctions against Russia will not be
renewed in July and oil prices will see a "slight rebound," the European Commission's
forecast said, adding that risks factors include instability in Russia's banking sector
and uncertainty over oil price movements.

Steep falls in the price of oil and torrential capital outflows amid Western sanctions have sent
Russia reeling into a recession this year. The ruble currency fell more than 40 percent against
the U.S. dollar in 2014, stoking inflation and forcing the Central Bank to hike its key interest
rate to levels prohibitive for investment.
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The news for this year is less than rosy. Sharp falls in investment, one of the main factors
pushing Russia into recession, will continue through 2015 as borrowing costs rise,
the business climate deteriorates and Western sanctions press on foreign banks' willingness
to lend to Russian firms, the report found.

Consumer spending — long a key growth driver — will also drop this year as Russians' real
incomes come under pressure from rising inflation. Private consumption will make a "modest
recovery" in 2016, the report said.

As recession hits, unemployment will rise "quite markedly in 2015 and, to a lesser extent,
in 2016," it added.

Analysts are predicting a 4 to 5 percent drop in Russia's gross domestic product this year.
The Russian government recently forecast a more moderate 3 percent decline.

The same report said that the European Union's economy will grow this year for the first time
since 2007 — the period right before the 2008 global financial crisis. Growth is forecast
to reach 1.7 percent across the EU and 1.3 percent in the eurozone.
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